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Ariel’s international CIO shares how other asset managers can improve
investment team diversity and why value’s recent rally might be over.
Rupal Bhansali is international CIO at Ariel Investments, the Chicago-headquartered
value shop led by John Rogers and Mellody Hobson.
The firm runs $16.2bn across five funds and 11 strategies and is exceptional among
money managers for being majority minority-owned and having a 72% diverse workforce.
Bhansali has been managing the $850m Ariel International and $153m Ariel Global funds
solo for almost a decade. According to Citywire’s 2020 Alpha Female report, just 2% of all
funds in the US are run solely by a woman or team of women, versus 79% run by a man or a
team of men. A 2016 Morningstar study found that just 1.3% of funds are run by a woman.
An intentional value investor who has been running money since the mid-1990s, Bhansali
tells Citywire where she is finding opportunities, her views on the recent value rally, and
what the industry must do better to improve diversity.
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Citywire: Studies by both Morningstar and
Citywire have found that in the US, only
around 10% of all mutual fund managers are
women. This number has changed very little
in five years despite pledges by the industry
to do better. What needs to happen for that
percentage to meaningfully change?
Rupal Bhansali: I think it will take a
multi-pronged effort because it s a multi-
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faceted problem. First,
clients need to demand
more diversity – money
managers will have no
choice but to respond to
client asks.
Second, workplaces
need to be more
supportive and
intentional about hiring
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grooming, and retaining female talent at
every level of the organization, but
especially at the top. Women have the
capability – they just need the opportunity.
Third, we need to start early and motivate
young girls to be financially literate and
consider finance as a career. [We need to]
support non-profits like 100 Women in
Finance and Girls Who Invest, whose
missions are aligned to do exactly that.
CW: In the wake of the 2020 murder of
George Floyd and ensuing social justice
protests, we saw more asset managers
pledge to improve the racial diversity of their
workforces. Do you believe these were
sincere sentiments, and what must these
firms do to make good on those statements?
RB: I hope we seize this moment and turn it
into a movement. What gets measured
matters and what matters should get
measured. So, firms need to create key
performance indicators on diversity, measure
progress against them, and tie compensation
to achieving those goals in a time-bound way.
Anything short of that will amount to
greenwashing or worse, hog washing.

I HOPE WE SEIZE THIS
MOMENT AND TURN IT
INTO A MOVEMENT

CW: You pay attention to risk management,
but you have some larger-than-average
positions in your funds, and some would
consider that risky. What’s your approach to
mitigating risk?
RB: I like to build high-conviction portfolios
but reduce the risk of large individual
positions by pairing them up with other
ideas whose thesis drivers are uncorrelated
to each other. This way, I achieve
diversification without dilution and reduce
risk at the portfolio level.
Moreover, my investment theses

typically have multiple ways and catalysts
to win so I have more shots at the goal of
making money instead of losing it.
Lastly, I stress test the downside risk, not
just the upside potential, and size positions
accordingly.
All these portfolio construction principles
are designed to generate superior riskadjusted returns.
CW: Value stocks have had an
impressive rebound globally this year.
Does this have legs?
RB: I think the rally has gone too far. There
are visible signs of speculative behaviors
and unbridled optimism that have resulted
in valuation excesses in both growth and
value indices.
How important is statistical cheapness,
and how important is business quality? Are
traditional value metrics – price-to-earnings
(P/E) or price-to-book (P/B) – enough to
evaluate investments?
Price is not value. Value investing is about
investing with a high margin of safety (a large
discount to intrinsic worth), not low headline
multiples. P/E or P/B multiples can be red
herrings, which distract you from focusing on
the intrinsic worth of the business.
Quality is a crucial component of business
worth and a key determinant of intrinsic
value, so understanding it is imperative.
CW: Moving to some specific stocks you
hold; you own two tire manufacturers –
Michelin and Bridgestone. What is the thesis
for those businesses?
RB: The consensus view is that the tire is
a low-tech, commodity product with little
value-add or differentiation. Our research
suggests that while that may have been
the case for the 16-inch diameter tires
used in compact cars, in larger-sized sport
utility vehicles, minivans, and trucks used
in mining, the tires are very high tech and
high spec, and yield substantially higher
profit margins.
Michelin and Bridgestone are market
leaders in these higher-spec tires. As their
product mix shifts towards them, I believe
profits will grow faster than revenues.
That’s when the market should realize their
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WHAT GETS MEASURED
MATTERS AND WHAT
MATTERS SHOULD
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true earnings potential and rerate them.
Obviously, there are additional elements to
these theses, but I want to give you a flavor
of how our contrarian fundamental research
leads to idea generation with the goal of
alpha generation.
CW: What’s appealing about Tapestry over
some other, higher-end luxury names such
as Richemont, Hermes, or Burberry?
RB: Tapestry’s key brands – Coach, Kate
Spade, and Stuart Weitzman – operate in the
premium end of the market, which
represents a larger market opportunity than
the narrower niche of luxury goods that are
beyond the reach of most consumers.
The company underwent an overhaul of
its C-suite – from the CEO to the CFO to
the chief designer several years ago –
and they have successfully transformed the
flagship Coach brand by improving product
design and positioning. Covid accelerated
their move to e-commerce from brick and
mortar and their astute use of digital
marketing allowed them to recruit 2 million
new Gen Z and Gen Y customers, which
has expanded both reach and profits.
CW: Foreign stocks look cheaper than US
stocks on a variety of traditional metrics. Are
you finding opportunities there?
RB: Yes, I am finding more opportunities
abroad than in the US but since there are 50
different international markets, one still
needs to figure out which ones compare
more favorably. I am a bottom-up
stockpicker, not a top-down investor, but
value often clusters in a sector or region. I
am currently finding a lot of investment
bargains in Latin America.
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